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Face aftereffects (e.g., expression aftereffects) can be simultaneously induced in opposite
directions for different face categories (e.g., male and female faces). Such aftereffects are
typically interpreted as indicating that distinct neural populations code the categories on
which adaptation is contingent, e.g., male and female faces. Moreover, they suggest
that these distinct populations selectively respond to variations in the secondary stimulus
dimension, e.g., emotional expression. However, contingent aftereffects have now been
reported for so many different combinations of face characteristics, that one might
question this interpretation. Instead, the selectivity might be generated during the
adaptation procedure, for instance as a result of associative learning, and not indicate
pre-existing response selectivity in the face perception system. To alleviate this concern,
one would need to demonstrate some limit to contingent aftereffects. Here, we report a
clear limit, showing that gaze direction aftereffects are not contingent on face sex. We
tested 36 young Caucasian adults in a gaze adaptation paradigm. We initially established
their ability to discriminate the gaze direction of male and female test faces in a pre-
adaptation phase. Afterwards, half of the participants adapted to female faces looking left
and male faces looking right, and half adapted to the reverse pairing. We established the
effects of this adaptation on the perception of gaze direction in subsequently presented
male and female test faces. We found that adaptation induced pronounced gaze direction
aftereffects, i.e., participants were biased to perceive small gaze deviations to both the left
and right as direct. Importantly, however, aftereffects were identical for male and female
test faces, showing that the contingency of face sex and gaze direction participants
experienced during the adaptation procedure had no effect.
Keywords: perceptual adaptation, gaze direction aftereffect, face adaptation, simultaneous opposite aftereffects,
contingent aftereffects, face sex
INTRODUCTION
The human face provides us with cues about a person’s identity, age, sex, ethnicity, emotional
expression, and current focus of attention (Calder et al., 2011). Our ability to quickly and accurately
perceive this information helps us to successfully navigate social interactions.
The efficiency with which our visual system processes the various facial cues is partly owed to
perceptual adaptation (for a review, see Webster and MacLeod, 2011). The response properties of
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face-sensitive neurons in the visual system constantly adjust to
the specific characteristics of the faces surrounding us. Neural
responses to frequently occurring stimulus characteristics are
down-regulated, which frees up capacity to respond to novel
stimuli and equips us with highly sensitive face discrimination
abilities. Behaviorally, the consequences of adaptation are
revealed in aftereffects, in which perception is systematically
biased away from an adapted characteristic. For instance,
adaptation to faces with expanded features will bias participants
to perceive a subsequently presented undistorted face as slightly
compressed. Conversely, after adaptation to compressed faces
they will be biased to perceive the same undistorted face as
expanded (face distortion aftereffect, Webster andMacLin, 1999).
Aftereffects have been referred to as the “psychologist’s
microelectrode” (Frisby, 1980) because they can provide insight
in the neuronal organization of the visual system through non-
invasive behavioral experiments. Adaptation paradigms have
therefore been enthusiastically used to study the face perception
system. This research has revealed that the system adapts to
variations in practically any facial signal, including identity
(Leopold et al., 2001; Rhodes and Jeffery, 2006), sex (Webster et al.,
2004; Kovacs et al., 2006; Pond et al., 2013), age (Schweinberger
et al., 2010; O’Neil et al., 2014), ethnicity (Webster et al.,
2004), emotional expression (Webster et al., 2004), attractiveness
(Rhodes et al., 2003; Hayn-Leichsenring et al., 2013), and gaze
direction (Jenkins et al., 2006; Seyama and Nagayama, 2006),
suggesting that the face perception system contains neural entities
that preferentially code, and selectively adapt to, each of these
characteristics.
In contingent face aftereffects adaptation to opposite
characteristics occurs simultaneously for different face categories.
This was first described by Rhodes et al. (2004) who used
a contingent adaptation paradigm to investigate whether
distinct mechanisms code upright and inverted faces. They
presented participants with a sequence of alternating faces
that were distorted in opposite directions depending on their
orientation, for instance expanded upright faces and contracted
inverted faces, and studied the aftereffects for subsequently
presented undistorted test faces presented in both orientations.
The rationale was that if the same neural populations coded
upright and inverted faces, the effects of the opposite adaptation
distortions, expansion and contraction, should cancel out,
and no aftereffect should be observed. However, if distinct
populations coded upright and inverted faces, the adaptation
procedure should induce separate opposite aftereffects for
faces in both orientations. This is indeed what was found.
Adaptation to upright expanded and inverted contracted faces
induced aftereffects of perceived contraction in upright faces and
perceived expansion in inverted faces, indicating that distinct
neural populations code upright and inverted faces, and that
both of these populations are sensitive toward structural changes
on a compressed-expanded dimension (for related findings, see
Watson and Clifford, 2006).
Since this initial report, various other studies have used
contingent aftereffect paradigms to explore the neural
organization of the face perception system. For instance,
Little et al. (2005) investigated whether simultaneous opposite
aftereffects could also be induced for male and female faces.
In separate experiments, they presented participants with
male and female faces that systematically differed with respect
to their eye spacing, identity, or sexual dimorphism. Sex-
contingent opposite aftereffects were found for all of these
characteristics. Moreover, other studies have now demonstrated
simultaneous opposite distortion aftereffects (Jaquet and
Rhodes, 2008), expression aftereffects (Bestelmeyer et al.,
2010), and age aftereffects (Schweinberger et al., 2010)
for male and female faces. In combination, these studies
provide strong evidence that separate neural populations code
male and female faces, and that each of these sex-specific
populations is sensitive to variations in eye spacing, identity,
sexual dimorphism, configuration, emotional expression, and
age.
Simultaneous opposite aftereffects have also been induced for
European and African faces (ethnicity-contingent eye-spacing
aftereffects, Little et al., 2008), for European and Chinese faces
(ethnicity-contingent face distortion aftereffects, Jaquet et al.,
2008), and for East Asian and African faces (ethnicity-contingent
emotional expression aftereffects, Bestelmeyer et al., 2008).
Moreover, contingent aftereffects have been described for human
and monkey faces (species-contingent eye-spacing aftereffects,
Little et al., 2008), for children’s and adult faces (age-contingent
eye-spacing aftereffects, Little et al., 2008), and for different
familiar face identities (identity-contingent distortion aftereffects,
Rooney et al., 2012).
In fact, simultaneous opposite aftereffects have now been
reported for somany different combinations of face characteristics
that it seems important to pause and question whether they can
really provide the proposed level of insight into the structure
of the face perception system. Ultimately, it does not seem
particularly parsimonious to assume that the face perception
system is subdivided to such an extreme extent, i.e., with every
possible face category basically possessing its own little face
perception subsystem. Is it indeed realistic that information such
as the eye spacing, identity, sexual dimorphism, configuration,
emotional expression, and age is coded separately for male and
female faces? Is it plausible that we have subsets of face-sensitive
neurons that almost exclusively respond to Caucasian, East Asian,
and African faces and that each of these subsets also selectively
codes the eye spacing, configuration, and emotional expression of
these faces? Is the eye spacing of children’s and adult faces really
coded in distinct channels? In short, can contingent aftereffects
indeed be meaningfully interpreted as indicating pre-existing
response selectivity toward secondary dimensions in an adapted
channel?
A possible alternative explanation is that simultaneous
opposite aftereffects reflect a “selectivity” that is only generated
during the adaptation procedure, for instance through associative
or probabilistic learning. It has been suggested earlier that
associative learning might play a role in simultaneous opposite
aftereffects patterns (e.g., Murch, 1976). So far, such learning
accounts have mostly been discussed for contingent aftereffects
in the perception of simple stimulus attributes, such as the
McCollough effect, however, they might also explain contingent
face aftereffects. In the McCollough effect adaptation to
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alternating grids of black-and-green vertical bars and black-
and-red horizontal bars induces orientation-contingent
color aftereffects in the perception of black-and-white grids.
Specifically, participants experience the white bars in vertical
grids as red, and the white bars in horizontal grids as green.
Just like contingent face aftereffects, the McCollough effect was
initially suggested to indicate that cells that selectively code for
local orientation are also sensitive to color (McCollough, 1965).
However, other accounts have suggested that there might be
an associative basis to the effect. Specifically, the orientation
of the lined grid might act as a conditioned stimulus whereas
color represents an unconditioned stimulus and the color
aftereffect an unconditioned response. In such a scenario, pairing
the conditioned and unconditioned stimulus might induce a
conditioned response, a color aftereffect that depends on the
orientation of the grid (Murch, 1976; Siegel et al., 1992; Allan and
Siegel, 1997).
It is generally conceivable that such associative mechanisms
also underlie simultaneous opposite aftereffect patterns in
contingent face adaptation paradigms, at least under certain
conditions. Prior research has shown that face aftereffects
cannot be made contingent on just any physically dissociable
categorical stimulus, such as color (Yamashita et al., 2005; Little
et al., 2011), unless participants associate these with socially
meaningful categorical labels (such as introvert vs. extravert,
see Little et al., 2011). This finding might suggests that only
visually derivable meaningful social categories can potentially
serve as conditioned stimuli (see also, Bestelmeyer et al.,
2008). For instance, in sex-contingent emotional expression
aftereffects (Bestelmeyer et al., 2010) the sex of the adaptor
face might act as a conditioned stimulus, whereas its emotional
expression represents an unconditioned stimulus and the
expression aftereffect an unconditioned response. Importantly,
if contingent face aftereffects were indeed caused by such
associative learning mechanisms, it should be possible to
make practically any established face aftereffect contingent
on any other categorical face characteristic that can serve
as a conditioned stimulus. For instance, considering the
number and variety of face aftereffects that have been found
to be contingent on face sex, one might claim that face sex
is a particularly efficient conditioned stimulus and that any
face aftereffect might be made “contingent” on it. However,
in the present paper we show that this is not the case,
and present clear evidence that, unlike so many other face
characteristics, gaze direction aftereffects are not contingent on
face sex.
Simple gaze direction aftereffects have been well established
and often replicated (Jenkins et al., 2006; Seyama and Nagayama,
2006; Schweinberger et al., 2007; Calder et al., 2008; Kloth and
Schweinberger, 2008, 2010; Rhodes et al., 2015). Adaptation to
faces consistently looking in one direction, for instance 25° to
the right, induces strong aftereffects in the perception of gaze in
subsequently presented test faces. Specifically, faces with smaller
gaze deviations in the adapted direction, e.g., 5° or 10° to the right,
are typically falsely perceived to be looking straight at the observer
(Jenkins et al., 2006; Seyama and Nagayama, 2006; Schweinberger
et al., 2007; Kloth and Schweinberger, 2008, 2010).
Here, we studied whether gaze direction aftereffects can be
made contingent on face sex.We tested two groups of participants,
the first of which adapted to male faces with leftward gaze and
female faces with rightward gaze. The second group adapted to
male faces with rightward gaze and female faces with leftward
gaze. Sex-contingent gaze direction aftereffectswould be indicated
by different gaze direction aftereffect patterns for male and female
test faces between the two groups of participants. The first group
would be expected to falsely categorize male faces with left gaze
and female faces with right gaze as looking straight ahead. For the
second group, however, the opposite pattern would be predicted,
resulting in incorrect perceptions of direct gaze from male faces
with right gaze and female faces with left gaze (Figure 1A).
If gaze direction aftereffects are not contingent on face sex,
alternating adaptation to male and female faces with leftward
and rightward gaze should reveal a similar pattern of results for
male and female faces in both groups of participants. However,
unlike for face distortion aftereffects (Rhodes et al., 2004), the
absence of sex-contingency would not be indicated by an overall
absence of significant gaze direction aftereffects. This is because
gaze direction is neurally coded in a non-opponent multichannel
system that consists of at least three channels, one primarily
responsive to leftward gaze, one primarily responsive to rightward
gaze, and a third one primarily sensitive to direct gaze (Calder
et al., 2008). This organization makes gaze aftereffects ideally
suited to be studied in a contingent adaptation paradigm. Even
in the absence of sex contingency, alternating left and right
adaptation should lead to a bias in gaze direction perception,
characterized by an increase in incorrect classifications of small
gaze deviations to the left and right as direct for test faces of both
sexes (Figure 1B).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Thirty-six Caucasian participants (six men, 18–31 years,M = 22,
SD = 3) contributed data. All participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve to the purposes of the
study. This study was carried out in accordance with the ethical
guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
ethics committee of the University of Jena. All participants gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and were debriefed after completing the study.
Stimuli
Test stimuli were color photographs of six male and six female
young Caucasian adults with neutral emotional expression taken
from earlier research (Jenkins et al., 2006). Each model posed at
gaze angles of 10° left (L10), 5° left (L05), direct (S00), 5° right
(R05), and 10° right (R10; all directions from the observer’s point
of view). Photos of the same 12 models gazing 25° left (L25)
and 25° right (R25) were used as adaptation stimuli. All faces
were presented in a black elliptical mask. Test stimuli measured
13 cm 7.5 cm and adaptation stimuli measured 19 cm 11 cm.
A constant viewing distance of 87 cm was ensured by using a
chin rest.
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Pattern of possible results that would indicate sex-contingency of gaze direction aftereffects. The proportion of “direct” responses only increases for
test faces with the same gaze direction as their sex-congruent adaptor. (B) Pattern of possible results indicating absence of sex-contingency of gaze direction
aftereffects. Irrespective of the adaptation condition and the sex of the test face, there is a general increase in “direct” responses to all test faces.
Procedure
The experiment consisted of five consecutive phases (Figure 2).
The baseline phase was identical for all participants and served
to establish their general ability to determine the gaze direction
of the test faces without prior adaptation. Sixty test faces (12
identities  5 gaze directions) were presented twice in random
order. Participants indicated for each face whether it showed
left, direct or right gaze direction by pressing one of three
labeled response keys. In each trial, a question mark was
first presented (800 ms), was then replaced by the test face
(400 ms), and followed by a blank screen (2000 ms) during which
participants responded. After half of the trials, participants were
given a self-paced break. The baseline phase took 6.5 min to
complete.
After the baseline phase, participants underwent an
adaptation phase and a post-adaptation phase, followed by
a second adaptation phase and a second post-adaptation phase.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two adaptation
conditions, which were characterized by different adaptor
sex/gaze direction contingencies. Half of the participants
(N = 18, three men, 19–31 years, M = 22  3.0) always adapted
to male faces with leftward gaze and female faces with rightward
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FIGURE 2 | Trial procedure in the five stages of the experiment. This example illustrates trials as seen by participants who adapted to female faces with left
gaze and male faces with right gaze. The other half of the participants adapted to male faces with left gaze and female faces with right gaze. Please note that the
depicted stimulus identities are different from those shown in the actual experiment.
gaze, the other half of the participants (N = 18, three men,
18–31 years, M = 22  3.8) always adapted to male faces with
rightward gaze and female faces with leftward gaze. In the
first adaptation phase participants were presented with three
consecutive runs of twelve adaptation stimuli each, presented
in pseudo-randomized order. Half of the adaptation stimuli
displayed left gaze direction, the other half displayed right gaze
direction. Male and female stimuli were presented alternatingly
and faces of the same sex always had the same gaze direction.
Depending on the adaptation condition participants had been
assigned to, all male faces displayed gaze averted 25° to the left
and all female faces displayed gaze averted 25° to the right, or vice
versa. For half of the participants in each adaptation condition,
the first adaptation phase started with a male face and ended with
a female face, for the other half of participants the first adaptation
phase started with a female face and ended with a male face.
Exposure duration was 3500 ms for each adaptation stimulus,
with an inter-stimulus interval of 200 ms. The adaptation block
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had a total duration of about 2 min. There was no task associated
with this phase, participants were simply asked to passively view
the adaptors.
This first adaptation phase was immediately followed by the
first post-adaptation phase during which participants were again
asked to determine the gaze direction of test stimuli. In general,
the procedure of the post-adaptation phase was largely equivalent
to the baseline phase. The critical difference was that each
test stimulus was preceded by four consecutive top-up adaptors
(3500 ms each) presented before the question mark (800 ms)
and the test face (400 ms) to ensure consistently high levels of
adaptation throughout the entire post-adaptation phase. Top-up
stimuli also alternated in sex and began with the same sex as
the adaptation sequence in the first adaptation phase. Neither of
the top-up adaptation stimuli carried the same identity as the
following test face. There were 60 trials in the first post-adaptation
block and participants were given self-paced breaks after every
20 trials. The completion of the first post-adaptation phase took
about 16 min.
To avoid inducing systematic biases toward the gaze direction
(and sex) of the top-up face that was presented immediately
before the test face, the first post-adaptation phase was followed
by another adaptation sequence. This second adaptation phase
differed from the first one only with respect to the order in which
adaptors of the different sexes were presented. Participants who
had adapted to a sequence of faces beginning with a male face in
the first adaptation phase, were presented with a sequence of faces
that started with a female face in the second adaptation phase.
In the following second post-adaptation phase, the order of male
and female top-up stimuli was adjusted accordingly. Importantly,
the contingency of adaptor sex and adaptor gaze direction in the
second adaptation and post-adaptation phase was identical to the
one participants had experienced in the first adaptation and post-
adaptation phase. The reversal of the order in which male and
female adaptors were presented simply ensured that across the
whole experiment, test faces were equally likely to be immediately
preceded by a male or a female adaptor. Overall, the experiment
took 45–50 min to complete.
RESULTS
Gaze direction adaptation typically leads to an increased tendency
to falsely classify gaze in the adapted direction as direct (Jenkins
et al., 2006; Schweinberger et al., 2007; Calder et al., 2008; Kloth
and Schweinberger, 2008). Gender-contingent gaze adaptation
would therefore be revealed by a pattern of increased “direct”
classifications that differed systematically between male and
female test faces. Specifically, there should be a selective increase
in “direct” responses only for those test faces that look in the same
direction as the sex-congruent adaptors. For instance, participants
who adapted to male stimuli with left gaze and female stimuli
with right gaze would be expected to show a selective increase in
“direct” responses only to male test faces with left gaze and female
test faces with right gaze, but not to male faces with right gaze
and female faces with left gaze (see Figure 1A). The empirical
data do not suggest such a pattern (Figure 3). Instead, participants
seem to generally show aftereffects in the perception of both
left and right gaze direction, indicated by an overall increase in
“direct” classifications, irrespective of the sex of the test face (cf.,
Figure 1B).
For statistical analysis, we obtained a measure for the size of
the gaze direction aftereffect by subtracting the percentage of
“direct” classifications in the pre-adaptation baseline from the
percentage of “direct” classifications after adaptation (collapsed
across the first and second post-adaptation phase) for each
participant and each condition. Positive scores indicate an
increase in direct classifications after adaptation while negative
scores indicate a decreased in direct classifications compared to
baseline (Figure 4). These aftereffect scores were entered into
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Sex of test face (male,
female) andGaze direction of test face (L10, L05, S00, R05, R10) as
within-participants factors and Adaptation Condition (Male:left,
Female:right; Male:right, Female:left) as a between-participants
factor.
There was a main effect of Gaze Direction, F(4,136) = 10.86,
p < 0.001, !2p = 0.24. Single-sample t-tests indicated that
aftereffects were significantly larger than 0 for test faces with 5°
leftward gaze, t(35) = 4.48, p < 0.001, d = 1.49, 5° rightward
gaze, t(35) = 5.29, p < 0.001, d = 1.76, and 10° rightward gaze,
t(35) = 2.89, p = 0.007, d = 0.98. Aftereffects for faces with 10°
leftward gaze and direct gaze were not significant, t(35) = 1.74,
p= 0.09, d= 0.59 and t(35)= 0.80, p= 0.43, d= 0.27, respectively.
Aftereffects were larger for test stimuli with 5° gaze deviation
than with 10° gaze deviation, t(35) = 3.94, p < 0.001, d = 0.66,
and t(35) = 4.10, p < 0.001, d = 0.68, for the comparison
of aftereffects for L05 vs. L10 and R05 vs. R10 test stimuli,
respectively. Additionally, significantly larger aftereffects were
observed for R10 than L10 stimuli, t(35)= 3.04, p< 0.01, d= 0.51.
Importantly, while the present paradigm clearly induced
significant gaze direction aftereffects, these did not differ
significantly for male and female faces in the two different
adaptation conditions, F(4,136) = 1.49, p = 0.21, !2p = 0.04, for
the interaction of Sex of test face, Gaze Direction of test face, and
Adaptation Condition. The main effect of Adaptation Condition
was not significant, F(1,34)= 2.58, p= 0.12,!2p= 0.07. Therewere
no other significant effects (all Fs< 1, all ps> 0.40).
Critically, the absence of a significant three-way interaction
in the above analysis cannot be taken as conclusive evidence
against contingency. In a final step, therefore, we calculated
contingency scores for test stimuli with averted gaze, separately
for participants in the two adaptation conditions based on
the predicted contingency pattern. For participants who had
adapted to male faces with leftward gaze and female faces
with rightward gaze, one would predict a selective increase
in “direct” classifications relative to baseline only for male
faces with 5° and 10° leftward gaze, but not for female
faces with 5° and 10° leftward gaze. Conversely, one would
predict a selective increase in “direct” classifications only for
female faces with 5° and 10° rightward gaze, but not for
male faces with 5° and 10° rightward gaze. For participants in
this adaptation condition, contingency scores for the leftward
gaze conditions were therefore calculated by subtracting the
increase in direct responses made to female faces with leftward
gaze after adaptation relative to baseline (i.e., the unpredicted
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FIGURE 3 | Percentage of “direct” classifications in response to male and female faces before and after gaze adaptation. (A) Adaptation to male faces
with left gaze and female faces with right gaze. (B) Adaptation to male faces with right gaze and female faces with left gaze. Error bars indicate SEMs.
FIGURE 4 | Gaze direction aftereffects for the five different gaze directions observed for male and female test stimuli. (A) Adaptation to male faces with
left gaze and female faces with right gaze. (B) Adaptation to male faces with right gaze and female faces with left gaze. Error bars indicate SEMs.
aftereffect scores for female faces) from the increase in direct
responses made to male faces with leftward gaze after adaptation
relative to baseline (i.e., the predicted aftereffect scores for
male faces). Conversely, contingency scores for the rightward
gaze conditions were calculated by subtracting the unpredicted
increase in direct classificationsmade tomale faceswith rightward
gaze from the predicted increase in direct classifications made
to female faces with rightward gaze. For participants who
had adapted to male faces with rightward gaze and female
faces with leftward gaze, contingency scores were calculated
accordingly. Positive contingency scores therefore indicate a
contingent aftereffect pattern, with larger aftereffects for test
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FIGURE 5 | Contingency scores. (A) Contingency scores for participants who adapted to male faces with left gaze and female faces with right gaze. (B)
Contingency scores for participants who adapted to male faces with right gaze and female faces with left gaze. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
faces of the same sex as the adaptors looking in the same
direction compared to opposite-sex faces, contingency scores
around 0 would indicate the absence of such contingencies, i.e.,
similar aftereffects for test faces of both sexes. Importantly, and
confirming the above analyses, contingency scores were close
to 0, and 95% confidence intervals included 0 in all conditions
(Figure 5). One-sample t-tests confirmed that contingency
scores were not significantly different from 0 for any gaze
direction in either adaptation condition (all ts < 1.5, all
ps> 0.18).
DISCUSSION
We have shown that adaptation to alternating male and female
faces with opposite gaze directions induces significant gaze
direction aftereffects that are not contingent on face sex. Instead,
test faces of either sex and with either leftward or rightward
gaze were more likely to be perceived as looking straight ahead
after adaptation than during the baseline phase (cf., Calder et al.,
2008). These data indicate that gaze direction aftereffects are not
contingent on face sex. Moreover, they suggest that the same
neural populations process the gaze direction of male and female
faces.
Importantly, the neural coding principles underlying
gaze direction perception allow us to interpret this negative
finding without having to worry that the absence of sex-
contingent gaze direction aftereffects might simply indicate
an inefficient adaptation procedure. Gaze direction perception
is multichannel coded and therefore alternating left and right
adaptation does not cancel out, but induces aftereffects in
the perception of both gaze directions (Calder et al., 2008).
We replicate this finding here, which demonstrates that our
adaptation procedure was effective and produced significant
gaze direction aftereffects. Importantly though, these aftereffects
are indistinguishable for male and female faces, indicating
that they are completely unaffected by the contingency
between gaze direction and face sex present in the adaptation
sequence.
Our findings suggest that contingency is not a general property
of face aftereffects, despite having been observed for various
different combinations of face dimensions (e.g., Rhodes et al.,
2004; Little et al., 2005, 2008; Fox and Barton, 2007; Bestelmeyer
et al., 2008; Schweinberger et al., 2010). Moreover, our data also
suggest that the many sex-contingent opposite face aftereffects
reported previously are unlikely to simply have resulted from
associative learning during the contingent adaptation sequence.
An associative learning account of contingent adaptation (Murch,
1976; Siegel et al., 1992; Allan and Siegel, 1997) would predict that
once a stimulus category (e.g., face sex) has been demonstrated
to have the potential to work as a conditioned stimulus for a
face aftereffect (e.g., emotion aftereffect, eye-spacing aftereffect,
age aftereffect), any other established face aftereffect (e.g.,
gaze direction aftereffect) should be easily made contingent
on that category as well. Here we show, that this is not
the case, providing some indirect evidence for the traditional
assumption that contingent aftereffects indicate pre-existing
response selectivity toward a second dimension in an adapted
channel.
When considered in combination with earlier studies,
our findings suggest that the perception of only some face
characteristics is contingent on a second category, whereas the
perception of other characteristics seems to be more general
and independent of other categories, as indicated by an absence
of contingent aftereffects. The variety of published reports on
contingent face aftereffects (Rhodes et al., 2004; Little et al.,
2005, 2008; Fox and Barton, 2007; Bestelmeyer et al., 2008;
Schweinberger et al., 2010) and the lack of studies reporting an
absence of contingent aftereffects, might suggest that more face
signals are processed interactively rather than independently.
However, the lack of studies reporting an absence of contingent
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aftereffects might also reflect a publication bias due to the relative
difficulty to publish negative findings.
Interestingly, earlier research has shown that eye spacing
aftereffects are contingent on face sex (Little et al., 2005),
suggesting that configural changes in the eye region of male and
female faces are processed by different neural populations. This
finding may be related to evidence that face identity is coded
in a norm-based manner, which is largely specific to the sex of
the face (Jaquet and Rhodes, 2008). In other words, separate sex-
specific prototypes seem to be used for the identification of male
and female faces, and these can be simultaneously adapted in
opposite directions. The fact that different norms exist for identity
processing of male and female faces, but that there is no evidence
for similarly sex-specific gaze processing mechanisms confirms
the idea that, despite evidence for integrative processing of various
signals in the face, at least some characteristics are processed
independently (Bruce and Young, 1986; Haxby et al., 2000).
Earlier research studying the interdependence of the processing
of different facial signals provides converging evidence that
some of them might be processed more interdependently than
others. For instance, using a selective attention paradigm to
study the interdependency of identity and expression processing,
Schweinberger and Soukup (1998) reported that variations in
identity slowed down classifications of emotional expression,
but that variations in emotional expressions did not affect
classifications of identity. Interestingly, more recent research
has replicated parts of this asymmetrical interference in a
contingent aftereffect paradigm: In line with the observations
of Schweinberger and Soukup (1998), emotional expression
aftereffects have been found to be contingent on face identity
(Fox and Barton, 2007). Moreover, while we are not aware
of any research that would have investigated whether identity
aftereffects are also contingent on emotional expressions, there is
at least evidence that identity aftereffect completely transfer across
different emotional expression (Fox et al., 2008).
Our data suggest that gaze direction perception is largely
independent of face sex. Interestingly, there is substantial
evidence from various other studies that gaze direction
perception can generally be affected by other facial signals.
For instance, the emotional expression of a face (Ganel et al.,
2005; Graham and LaBar, 2007; Ewbank et al., 2009) as
well as its attractiveness (Kloth et al., 2011) have both been
found to affect the perceived gaze direction of a face. There
is also evidence that information from the eye region can be
diagnostic about a face’s sex and that certain gaze directions
can enhance or decrease ratings of masculinity and femininity
in faces (Campbell et al., 1996). The present results might
be taken to suggest that this influence likely originates from
post-perceptual processes such as top-down strategies, for
instance self-referential positivity biases (Lobmaier et al., 2008),
rather than early perceptual integration (see also, Kloth et al.,
2011).
Gaze directionmight be rather unique compared to other facial
signals, in that it might generally be more independent of the
overall structure of the face than any other face signal (cf., Rhodes
et al., 2015). There is evidence that local shape and luminance
information play an important role in the perception of gaze
direction, suggesting that gaze direction perception relies more
on relatively simple cues processed on low-levels of the visual
system (Anstis et al., 1969; Ando, 2002, 2004; Jenkins, 2007)
than other face information. Having said that, it is important
to keep in mind that gaze direction aftereffects clearly do also
involve higher levels of the visual system (Jenkins et al., 2006),
suggesting that their perception is not solely based on low-level
visual processing.
A potential limitation of our research is that we do not
have explicit evidence that the male and female adaptor faces
used in the present study are generally able to induce sex-
contingent aftereffects on other face attributes than gaze direction.
However, visual inspection of the stimuli suggests that the faces
have perfectly normal sexual dimorphism. Therefore, there is
no immediate reason to assume that they would not be able to
induce sex-contingent gaze direction aftereffects, if separate gaze-
sensitive neural channels existed for male and female faces. We
also note that our participant sample was predominantly female,
but there is no reason to think that participant sex would affect the
potential for sex-contingent aftereffects.
In summary, we used a sex-contingent gaze adaptation
paradigm to explore whether, like so many other face aftereffects,
gaze direction aftereffects are contingent on face sex. We
found significant gaze direction aftereffects in all experimental
conditions, however, these were completely unaffected by the
contingency of adaptor sex and gaze direction presented during
the adaptation sequence. These data suggest that it is rather
unlikely that the large variety of sex-contingent face aftereffects
reported in earlier work is due solely to associative learning
mechanisms during the contingent adaptation sequence. Instead,
separate neural populations seem to selectively respond to male
and female faces, and separately code signals such as the emotional
expression, eye spacing, sexual dimorphism and age of these faces.
In contrast to these signals, gaze direction appears to be coded
more generally, and independently of the sex of a face.
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